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Kragulevo's Trip :)

Author : admin

Yesterday Night me and Nomen decided to spend the night in the house on my village "Kragulevo". It's a
nice place to be.We drinked beer smoked cigarettes have a walk around the village after we arrived
somewhere around 21:40. In the morning we decided to go to the forest it was a hard job to wake up
Nomen, all the time he was repeating "Please leave me to sleep more 5 minutes" and after 5 minutes the
same sentence. In the end I 20 or 30 minutes later get out of bed. We drinked coffee and walked in the
beginning of the Wood (It's recharging). in 08:15 after a 20 or 25 minutes walk we went back to Dobrich.
Yesterday I went to a Doctor because I have a constant pains around my stomach. He assigned me some
health tests for tomorrow. I hope God hasn't allowed that I had a serious sickness. Kragulevo is connected
with a lot of memories from my young years. I'm regretting a lot I didn't spend more time during the last
summers when I was still going to school. I remember so many great moments with my Grandpa ( Peace
be upon him. ). And I miss him a lot Grandpa Marin ( Mino ). Was a great example for me for a lot of
things like attitude towards live, love towards beings and also ppl service. Actually now After I believed I
realise this virtues match perfect with some recommendations the St. Apostles give for us to live to be a
pleasent in the eyes of the Lord God.END-----
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